BCX-10H
10” Android Tough Tablet

Product Overview:

The BCX-10H is a tough tablet that boasts some
impressively delicate features. Its tough outer shell
houses a quick and versatile user experience that can
run on Android 5.1 or Windows 10 Pro depending on
user preference. The built-in Cherry Trail 28350
processor makes the interface incredibly snappy and
responsive, allowing operators to multitask and work at
their own pace instead of being confined by device
limitations.
Dual-band WiFi, Bluetooth 4.0 and GPS also come as
standard, making the BCX-10H extremely adaptable
and user friendly. Combined with its sharp 10" touch
screen and built-in 2D code reader, it's the perfect
companion for busy stock taking, warehouse
management or field work. Its IP67 seal rating also
protects against light water damage and dust, so
operators can travel in confidence.

Reasons to buy:
✴ Tough 10" tablet with built-in barcode
readers.
✴ IP67 protection, ideal for field worker
distribution applications with full range of
accessories for most requirements.
✴ Android 5.1 or Windows 10 home/Pro.
✴ Dual band WiFi, bluetooth 4.0, supports
GDS/GPS so you stay connected.
✴ Reliable cherry trail 28350 processor.

BCX-10H
10” Android Tough Tablet
Key Features:
A tough tablet

2D barcode reading

The BCX-10H is a tough tablet with a 10inch
screen, sealed to IP65 to be able to work in the
toughest environments.

A built in 2D bar code reader allows the BCX-10H
to be used for many more applications, such as
order picking or on production lines.

Choice of operating system

High speed processing

The BCX-10H can be supplied with either an
Android or Windows operating system, so it can fit
in with whatever standard you prefer.

The BCX-10H is equipped with a well proven
28350 Cherry trail processor meaning it is able to
respond quickly and reliably.

Ideal for…
Manufacturing - Asset tracking - Healthcare - Retail
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